L e ga l

Profit Centered
At Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP, we understand that it is critical for those in the legal profession
to monitor their financial performance and increase their profits. We can help you manage your
practice, no matter what challenges you face. We are dedicated to providing your firm with a
strategy that is comprehensive in scope and focused on achieving your goals. In addition to
providing sound business advice, we build successful relationships with our clients.
Our professionals have extensive experience in providing specialized consulting, tax and
accounting services to the legal profession. We concentrate on learning all we can about your
organization to gain perspective on existing challenges and future potential. We understand your
issues and challenges so we can share our in-depth knowledge and clear insight. Our team is
passionate and dedicated to serving you.

In today’s law firms, extending the value of professional service resources is more critical than
ever. Many legal practitioners are taking advantage of the services provided by quality CPAs and
consultants that accounting firms offer. Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP understands your need
for professional and timely service. Providing expert services to law firms and their clients has
enabled us to save our clients time and money.

Our goal is to understand
your needs and deliver
the solutions you require.

We are committed to exceed your expectations in all that we do. For
more information about how our services can provide you with increased

security, profit, peace of mind, e-mail info@hbllp.com
or visit our website at www.hbllp.com.

Making A Case For Success
Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP identifies solutions designed to increase the proficiency and
productivity of your law firm’s efforts. Our clients in the legal professions have benefited from
the following services that we provide:
•

Assurance (Review and Compilation)

•

Tax Planning and Compliance

•

Audits of Employee Benefit Plans

•

Controllership Functions

•

Industry Benchmark Analysis

•

Enterprise Zone Studies

•

Cost Segregation Studies

•

Information Technology Consulting

•

Litigation Support

•

Human Resource Consulting

•

Business Valuation

•

Retirement Planning

Local Partner, International Resources
With Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP, you benefit from both global resources and local
commitment. We are a member of Allinial Global and PKF International (PKFI), associations
of legally independent accounting and consulting firms who share education, marketing
resources, and technical knowledge in a wide range of industries. These associations allow us
to leverage world-class talent and expertise, along with our local resources and experience, to
address your specialized requirements.

If your plans call for you to “go global” now or in the future, we can provide you access to
experienced personnel who have particular knowledge of international business requirements
across the globe.

Hutchinson and Bloodgood LLP is a member firm of the PKF International Limited
network of legally independent firms and does not accept any responsibility or liability
for the actions or inactions on the part of any other individual member firm or firms.
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